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ResidualHarmonicsin VoltageUnbalanced
PowerSystems
Lance G. Grainger, SeniorMember,IEEE, and Roy C. Spencer, Member,IEEE

Abstract-The analysis of residual harmonics requires combining linear and nonlinear analysisinto a computer algorithm.
The mathematicaltechniquesare to apply state spacemethods
to solvethe nonlinear loads such as convertersin a time domain
format, analyzethe resulting waveformwith a Fourier analysis
to convert the data to the frequencydomain, and then solvethe
linear poriion of the circuit with a linear algebra method,
preferably utilizing sparsity techniques to speed the solution.
The key model in a power system is that for the three-phase
transformer. It is ofconsequenceto note that the yr\aseangle of
any harmonic is a function both of the fundament:.i and of the
particular harmonic.

I. INrnooucrroN
HEN a power systemwith nonlinear loads operatesunder voltaqeunbalancedconditions,residual
harmonicswill appearin the systemneutrals.Theseresidual harmonicsbehavesimilarlyto zero sequencecurrents
and voltages in that they strongly affect communications
and control circuitswith noise.They also penetratecomputerizedcontrol equipmentthroughcommonmode noise
mechanismsappearingon the ground planes.The term
"residual harmonic" is not defined in general IEEE usage, but the term appearsin Alberta utilities' harmonic
regulations,which are among the most stringent in the
world. Residualharmonicsare definedas thoseharmonics
which can be measuredby placing a zero sequencestyle
window current transformeraround all three phasesof a
three-phasesystem.For harmonicloadings,theseutilities
will permit the magnitudeof the telephone1x ? product
resulting from residual harmonics to be approximately
one-fifteenth of the allowable magnitude of the 1* Z
productarisingfrom balancedharmonics.The regulations
also require customersto comply with harmonic limits
when preexistingvoltage unbalanceequals a 2Vonegative
sequencevoltagecomponent.
To analyzeresidualharmonicsis not a simpleproposition. Systemsmust be modeledin great detail, and often
the data gathering effort will make the cost of such
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analysisunattractive.Despite these difficulties, it is useful
under certain circumstancesto conduct such an analysis.
While computer programs exist to analyzebalanced harmonic conditions,there are few tools availableto assistan
engineerto calculatethe residualharmonics.To meet the
utility regulations requires creating a design tool which
can model all three phasesas well as the neutrals of
power systemsand their components.This paper will
introduce zrr approach to computer modeling to solve
residualharmonics.
The three-phasetransformer has been described in
detail by Gorman and Grainger [1], Arrillaga, Bradley,
and Bodger[2], and Yacaminiand de Oliveira [3]. It is the
key model to be consideredin any computer program,and
it must accurately depict the phase shifts in sinusoidal
wavesusedin the frequencydomain when the transformatype.
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The nonlinear portions of the network can be solvedin
the time domainwith statespacemethodsas describedby
Xia and Heydt in their appendixto [5], and the waveforms
convertedto the frequencydomain by meansof Fourier
analysis.An interactive algorithm similar to that suggestedby Kitchin [6] is required to provide an iterative
in voltageand current at the boundarypoints
convergence
betweenthe linear and nonlinear portions of the circuit.
As this method requiresa tremendousamount of computer work, the solutionmethodselectedmust be fast and
efficient. One approach describedby Brameller, Allan,
and Haman [7] is to apply sparsitydirectedprogramming
to the Zollenkopf bifactorization method of inverting a
matrix.
These various ideas are synthesizedin this paper to
create a solution algorithm.
II. ApplvlNc

Zor-leNropr"s
MerHoo

BIFACToRIZATIoN

When a power system has its components interconnected, the bussesare directly joined together by relatively few branches.This results in a matrix of the admittances containing a large number of zeros. Computer
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programmershaveutilized this fact for decadesto reduce then premultiplyingboth sides by Y*js obtainsthe inthe storagerequirementsfor data. Mathematicianslike verse matrix
Zollenkopfhavedevisedsparsitydirectedmethodsof matrix manipulationwhich avoid generationand storageof
p ( t ) . . . p ( r ) . . . p ( r u ) 6 ( ' v. ). . C ( K ). . . C ( 1 ) : y ; J s , Q)
matricescontaininga large number of elements.Thus the
zero elements(which essentiallycontain no data but are
where the factorizationmatricesfor step " K" are
of topologicalinterest) have incurred a fair amount of
thought and interest as to how to best use them. In
1
Ct*
solvingpower problems,it is useful to invert admittance
'
1
C t *
matricesto obtain impedancematrices:
1

Zsvs: IY",r.]-t

(1)

:

glxl:

This has been done by severalmethods,one of the
C**
1
more popular being the LDH (Lower-piagonal-Higher)
triangulariationand another the Zollenkopf bifactoriza1
tion. When one cornbinesthe triangularizat"iotfactors,
'
1
one forms the original Ysu5,whereascombiningthe bifac1
torization factors results in obtaining the inverse. The
ptri :
(8)
R
*
,
R*t
1
Rr." ,
computationaland storagerequirementsfor either method
I
are similar,if a full Z"u, is required,but the bifactoriza.
1
tion methodcan be modifiedto obtain one column of the
inverseat a time and advantagecan be taken of the order
in which the factorizationmatricesare createdto require the column factor elementsare
storageof resultsfor only those bussessupplyingnonlinear loads. In a typical power system, this achievesa
(9a)
considerablesavingin computationaleffort.
Showing the factorization steps by means of superscripts, the Zollenkopf method uses the fact that any
matrix can be reducedone row and one column at a time the row factor elementsfor a symmetricalmatrix are
by factoringout row and column factorizationmatrices:
pt[,t : 6tfi,
(eb)
K + J, Rrr : 1,

ctf,t:#.

C ( r ) y B U S R ( l ):

y(I\,

cttl:in"

Q)

and the reducedmatrix elementsare
g{z)y{t\p{z\ :

yQ),

(3)

y,t!<-rt
y,t!<t:
't|tr
:

vtK ttylf tt
y.l.t!. tl

(10)

Zollenkopf stopsat this point, and were we to do the
until at step N (correspondingto the number of columns
same
we would haveachieveda fast methodof computing
in the matrix),we obtain the unity matrix:
the inverse,but we alsowould be facedwith storinga very
power
y(N) : U.
(4) large Zru, matrix.An examinationof an industrial
system will often reveal that there are very few busses
supplyingharmonic loads,hence there are few points at
But
which harmoniccurrent is injectedinto the system.One
obviouspoint is the connectionto the utility. Other points
y ( N ) : C ( N ). . . g { x ) . . . 6 ( t ) y " u r p ( t ) . . . p ( r ) . . . R ( N )
are the large rectifier loadsand variablefrequencydrives.
For example,in a power systemwith the incomingbus (1)
: U,
(5) and three other busses(L), (J), and (K) supplyingharmonic loads,we need only concernourselveswith finding
and premultiplying by the inversesof the column factors, four columns of the .Z",r, matrix, namely column 1,
then postmultiplyingby the column factors in reverse column L, column J, and column K, and further require
only the injected currents 11,11, Ir, and 1, to solve all
order, gives
the bus voltages.
Zuu, canbe found one column at a time by multiplying
... 7q(r)... 6tru)6tr) ... 6(x) ... Co) : U; (6)
Y",trrR(t)
the factors of the inverse(7) times the appropriatecol-
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umn of the unity matrix U. To find, for example,the Kth
column:
2,,*
:
Z**
:
Zr*

This processhas to be repeated for each harmonic of
interest, hence preservingsparsity is important. In an
industrial plant, the first 80 harmonicsmust be solved to
comply with the utility regulations in Alberta, so this
requiresstoring the contentsof 80 voltagevectors.It is
the use of sparsitymethodsthat makes the calculation
possibleon microcomputers.
III. Foun-Ponr TneNsponlrpRMoopl

To establisha matrix topology that will correctly handle
1 1 ) the phase shifts for a delta-wyetransformer requires the
developmentof a transformer model with four nodes for
In implementingthe above,a dynamicordering tech- each HY
/LY winding pair associatedwith a particular
nique is employedin which, at each step of factorization, core (seeFig. 1). Two of the nodesare acrossthe primary
the reducedmatrix is searchedfor the unfactorizedcol- winding and two of the nodes are across the secondary
umn containingthe fewest elements,and this column is winding. It is not necessaryto include the magnetizing
then factorized next. This method keeps the reduced branchesin the model, as these can be added later as
matrix sparse.Modifying this procedure to f*ctorize the injectedhar+e lic current sources.The simplestplace to
harmonicload busseslast eliminatesall the cr;iumn fac- start is to consideronly the transformerleakageadmittors in (11) exceptthosefor the harmonicbusses.For the tancey, which is the inverseof the transformer nameplate
example,only columnfactorsfor the harmonicload busses impedance.This is referred to by some authors as the
l, J, K, and L need be considered,providedthesebusses "primitive" admittance,and it can be describedin matrix
are factorizedas stepsN - 3, N - 2, N - 1, and N. This form by
is made possiblebecausemultiplying a column factorization matrix of the ",/" column by the "K" column of U
(r4)
resultsin the "K" column of U. The row factors have a
different topologyand all of them must be included:

"*,,: [], 71.

Zt*
:
Z**

It is necessary
to modify this primitive matrix to accommodate the fact that the primary per-unit voltage a and
the secondaryper-unit voltage F may differ from line to
neutral voltase:

: R(1)... R(,() ... R(N)C(N)C(N-l)

:
Z**

t:
. g(N-z)g(N-3)

. (r2)

Finally, to solve the particular example with current injected at the four bussesl, J, K, and L:
v1

2,,

v2

2,,

Ztr
Zu
'It *

v.,

:
Z*t

:

.It

:
Z*t
Zr*
Zr*

ZI

Zn
'Ix t

:
Z**

:
:
ZM

.rL. (13)

1,/
r PRIM _

l:;l','rl;
v
a2
_ "v8

_ y l
"Bl
v
l
F .]

(1s)

This primitive matrix may be thought of as representing
the two "hot" terminalsof a winding,one on the primary
and one on the secondary,with the voltagesbeing between the terminals and reference.These voltagesare
similar to the branch voltagesacrossthe winding of a
two-windingtransformer. To developa connectionmatrix
showing the relationship between the branch and nodal
voltages,considerthe model in Fig. 1.
By inspection,the voltage acrossthe branch can be
related to the voltaeeat the nodes:

i

4: VA Vc,
vu:vy-vp,

I

(16)

\

t
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Fig. 1. Two-windingtransformershowingnode and branch voltageson
one core.

c

v

"e
or in matrix form,
vo
VB

:l;-;?-?
\hl
,

. -,'..

thus creatingthe conriectionmatrix,

c : l1l 0 - 0l 91

Y"oou : CrYr*rrC,
which can be solvedas

\/,

NODE

-

- 7v

d'

---;y
(x"

v

v

aB

v

aB

- " v8
v
aB

v
"B
v

across one cycle. The voltage is integrated to obtain
excitationflux linkage,which is then plotted againstthe
current to qtrtr n the transformer magnetization curve.
SeeFig. 3.
This curve is then given a dc bias basedupon the dc
load current,the transformerturns ratio, and the slopeof
the magnetizationcurve at its extremities.Subsequent
projectionof the integratedac voltageagainstthe biased
( 1 9 ) curve will result in a plot of the magnetizationcurrent
presentwhen a transformerfeedsa dc load. This work is
simplifiedif one usesa portable digital scopewhich has
the capabilityto downloadreal time data to a computer.
Magnetizing flux therefore has two forcing functions,
the ac voltaseand the dc load current:

.aB

(o0)
v .

v
B'

from the transformeropen circuit test by recordingthe

( t 7 ) instantaneousmagnetizingcurrent and excitationvoltage

(r8)

9l

-ll'

By applyingtopologicalconsiderations,

v
7
----v

Fig.2. Four-portadmittancemodelof transformer.

^:

Irdt

+ iDC.

(2r)

B'

v

The nonlinear componentsof a power systemcan be
solved by a state variable method. In its essencethe
aB
aB
B'
B'
method dependsupon being able to select appropriate
"state variables"which are continuousfunctions(i.e.,not
By recalling that off-diagonalelementsof an admittancematrix are the negativevaluesof the transferadmit- subjectto suddenstep changes).Obviouscandidatesare
tances,a network circuit can be "reverseengineered"by voltagesacrosscapacitorsand current through inductors.
inspectionof the abovematrix to arrive at the circuit in The method usessmall time stepsto obtain the approximation:
Figure 2.
This model containsnegativecircuit elementswith no
dx
real world parallel, but it has the virtue that it can be
(22)
A.Lt=Lx.
connectedin the samemanner as any pair of real world
transformer windings to obtain wye-wye,delta-wye,or
Better methods, such as the modified Euler or the
delta-delta configurations.While mutual coupling befourth-order
Runga-Kutta would be employed in the
tween transformercoresis neglectedby this model,laboprogramming;
the Euler methodis shownhere for brevity.
ratory measurementhas shown the admittanceof such
in
the
variable x can then be computediteraChanges
mutuals to be of the order of 3% of the leakageadmitform
with
the
recursive
tively
tance, henceyou can neglectthem and still obtain valid
results.

_ v

_ v

X g , + r ) : x r o tI

L'xror'

(23)

IV. TnaNsponunnMecuETrzrNGBnaNcu Mopel
The magnetizingbranchof the transformeris nonlinear
and can be modeledby injectedcurrent harmonics.This
model is neededfor those transformerssupplyingloads
with a dc component.For other transformersit can be
neglected.The data required for the model are obtained

The method can predict the magnetizingcurrent in a
transformerfrom systemvoltageand a parabolicmodel of
the saturationcurve.Froelich'sequationfor flux linkage
and magnetizingcurrent lr, where kr,k, are derived
constants,can be createdby selectingtwo points on the
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Hysteresis

Fig.3. Transformerflux offset due to dc load current.

curve, one near the knee and one where the flux linkage
peaks:
k r- i ,

I :

krk,

dI

-l------------17

cttu

-l )

(k2 + iM)'

di
:

(24)

k2+iM

dI

di*

di,

dt

t

-

dt

(2s)
(26)

Rearrange(26):
di,

u

:

dt

TdI\t - l

(27)

\di, J
for small time increments
L i'M
' :

di_
i:' 'Lt''
clt

Q8)

rearrange(28):
A,\:

dI
-'L,t:u'Lt;

(2e)

clt

solve recursively:
ir(t *r):

i u ( r r t+ L i y 1 1 , ; ,

r\11+1):r\11;*AA1t;.

(30)

(31)

The resultingcurvesare in the time domain and must
be convertedto the frequencydomain by a Fourier method
to obtain the current harmonics to be injected into the
Y",r, admittancematrix.
When consideringthe dc componentof the load, it is
necessaryto consider the intercore dc coupling. Whereas
the ac intercore couplingwas considerednegligible,the dc
intercore coupling is quite strong. This is becausedc flux
in one core will completea magneticloop in the iron core
of the transformer. Should a dc load be connected be-

tween any two secondarylines, the dc flux will circulate in
the two affected cores,being positive in sign in one core
and negative in sign in the other core. However, should
the dc load be connectedbetween one line and neutral,
the dc flux created in that core will approximatelydivide
betweenthe other two cores.Thus a single-phasedc load
will create harmonicsin the primary currents of all three
phasesof a three-phasetransformer.
Measurementstaken on a three-phasecore-typetransformer give the wave forms shownin Fig. 4. With no load,
the excitation current is approximatelysymmetricalin its
positive and negative lobes. However, when a half wave
rectifier is applied, the dc flux drives the transformer into
saturation during one half of the cycle, while tending to
let it operatein a more linear region during the opposite
half cycle.This is shown in Fig. 5. It is also worth noting
that a positive dc current results in a negativedc flux.
This behavic:is incorporatedinto the model by reflecting the dc current through the magnetization curve to
obtain dc flux. It is, however, important to reflect it
through the slope that exists where the ac excitation
current would have peaked had no direct current been
present.In other words, the more the ac voltage drives
the peaksof the excitation flux into saturation, the less is
the offset afforded by the dc flux component.
"transformed," its net
Since the dc load cannot be
effect is to appearas even harmonicsin the transformer
primary excitation current. This will show up for singlephase loads such as the switch mode power supplieson
computers,printers, photocopiers,televisions,and fax machines, and it will also appear on controlled rectifiers
where the firing angle controller is permitting the positive
lobe durationof current to be of a different duration than
the negativelobe duration. This latter phenomenonwill
usually affect two input line currents to the rectifier,
creating a positive dc current componentin one and a
negativedc componentin the other. A comparisoncan be
made between Fig. 6, which showsnormal excitation current, and Fig.7, which showsthe changein the primary
excitation of phasesB and C when only the A phase
secondaryis loadedwith a half wave rectifier. These dc
componentscreate dc flux in the rectifier transformers'
which createsevenharmonicson the primary
secondaries,
side. To reduce the amount of computational effort, only
transformerssupplyingthese loads should have the magnetizing branchesmodeledas harmonic current sources.
For other transformersthe magnetizingbranchesshould
be ignored.
V. FuNo.quBNranVoI-IRGESANDCunnBvrs
To provide a reference phase angle for the injected
harmonics,it is necessaryto establishthe phaseanglesof
the fundamental currents. In the frequenry domain, the
angles of the harmonic components depend upon two
things. The first is the relative phase angle of the fundamental with respect to some arbitrary system reference
and the second is its own angular displacement at the
harmonic frequenry. This is better understoodby examin-
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Fig. 4. Primary sinusoidalvoltageand normal excitationcurrent.

Fig. 5. Primary voltage and current and secondarydiode voltage with
half waverectifier load on secondary.

Fig.7.
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Single-phasehalf wave rectifier on phaseA causesdistortion in
primary current of all phases.

It is necessaryto run a three-phaseload flow at the
fundamentalfrequenryto establishthe fundamentalphase
shift of voltageand current sn eachbus.Linear loadsmay
be modeled in the traditional fashion of specifuingthe
watts and vars at eachbus.The nonlinearloadshaveto be
subjectedto a preliminarystatespaceanalysisto estimate
the current and voltage at the fundamentalfrequency,
hence the resulting watts and vars at the fundamental
frequenrycan be estimated.To obtain a startingvalue for
the study,lossescan be neglectedin nonlinearloads.
Having thus establishedthe relative anglesof current
and voltageat eachbus,subsequentharmoniccalculations
may proceed.
V[. ApplvrNc Dt.loprIc Mprsons

From a computationalperspective,using time domain
state spacemethodsis slower than using frequencydomain matrix inversiontechniques.It is advantageousto
divide the network into linear and nonlinear portions so
that each portion may be solvedby the most applicable
by tearingthe
method.This divisionmay be accomplished
network at the bussessupplyingnonlinear loads,and by
replacing the nonlinear loads with harmonic current
with loads
sources.Similarly,thosetransformersassociated
having a dc component of load current may have the
magnetizingbranchesaddedby modelingthem with harmonic current sources.SeeFig. 8.
Fig.6. Primary excitation currents and a phasevoltage with all seconBecausethe fundamentalwatts and vars of the nonlindariesopen circuited.
ear loads will change dependingon the voltage of the
bussessupplying them, and likewise the voltage at the
ing a typical formula for a harmonic series:
bussesdependsupon the magnitudesof the harmonics
flowing through and creating distorted voltage drops in
n
impedances,an iterative solution is called
:
Qa"t D lQocosft( at
Q) + hhl, G2) the upstream
f(at)
for a computer algorithm to accomplish
for.
The
flowchart
h:0
this is givenin AppendixB.
As the admittance matrix is formulated for each harwhere
:
magnitude
harmonic
monic,
the appropriateadjustmentsmust be made in the
of
the
term,
O
h : harmonicorder,
admittancevalues to compensatefor skin effect and the
r,rr: fundamentalfrequenry'time product,
change in frequency. Skin effect will not only increase
:
phase
respect
to
reference
fundamental
shift
with
component resistance,but will also decreasethe conducdr
angle,
tor internal flux linkages,hence reduce the total conduc:
phase
harmonic
shift.
tor inductance.As reactancebecomesdominant in cirSo
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Measurementof residual harmonicsand various solutions
to mitigate them will be the subjectsof future papers'
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Fig. 8. Network tom into linear and nonlinear portions'

cuits at the higher frequencies,ignoring skin effect could
lead to large errors in calculatingsystemimpedances'The
skin effect of a 5-kV, three-conductor,500-kcmil cable is
shown in Appendix A.
VII. CoNct-ustoN
To model and analyze residual harmonics in unbalanced systems requires the synthesis of several techniques. A method has been describedthat uses easily
oblained data for most of the models.The exceptionto
this is the transformer magnetizingcurve' which must be
measuredfrom an open circuit test. With the assistanceof
this computertool, it becomespossibleto assessprobable
causesfor residual harmonics,and to test possible solutions to mitigatingthem.
It is worth noting that what requires an intensetheoretical effort on the computer can be achievedsimply in the
field by measuring residual harmonics with a zero sequence style current transformer which surrounds either
the three phasesor alternatively the neutral conductor'
Our work has shown that caution is advisablewhen measuring transformer primary currents, as improper application of Fourier transform techniques in various instruments can result in false readings of even harmonics'
Observed low levels of even harmonics may in fact just
be instrument artifacts. [f, however, the even harmonics
do exist, it is indicative of a dc load component on the
transformersecondarY.
Unbalanced systems are particularly susceptible to
residualharmonics,as they tend to causefiring unbalance
in what would otherwise be balanced three-phaseloads'
In turn, residual harmonics cause greater coupling with
communicationscircuits than do balanced harmonicsbecausethey behavevery similarly to zero sequencecurrents
in power systems.Coupling interference due to a residual
haimonic is 10 to 20 times as strong as it is for a balanced
harmonic of similar magnitude. For these reasonsWyetype power distribution systemspropagate residual harmonic related interferences.
The rationale for using the computer is in developing
solutions to systemproblems. It is far cheaper to model
residual harmonics for the purpose of predicting system
behavior in conjunction with alternative solutions than to
attempt to apply hardware on a trial and error basis'

ApppNoIx

A

c
SxrNEpresr Rerros-5 -rV- 3 500-rcrvril-CesI-E
Harmonic
Order

Resistance
Ratio (DC:l)

Inductance
Ratio (DC=l)

I

1. 0 1 8

,998

5

1.344

.964

7

1.545

.944

ll

1.887

. 9 15

l3

2.030

.905

t7

2.28r

.890

l9

2.394

.884

zt

2.604

.875

25

2.703

.872
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